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‘ We exist to offer our clients the highest value cybersecurity
services and solutions and to empower our clients to operate
their business securely.
Our vision is to be Canada’s most client-centric cybersecurity
company, where clients can find tailored end-to-end solutions
and services that enables their business.’
Mr. Nabil Aly, CEO, Sabytel
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OVERVIEW
This Service Catalogue provides a central source of information on the cybersecurity
services provided by Sabytel Technologies Inc. It demonstrates to our clients the value that
the cybersecurity services can provide to their business and is representative of the priority
that Sabytel places on transparency and professionalism.

We pride ourselves on offering the most value to you possible.
Sabytel believes that certification and compliance are one step towards protecting your
future by offering cybersecurity solutions and provide you, as an individual or as an
organization, with a selection of available ISO training and certifications so that you are
ready for whatever society asks of it.
Amongst providing core services in ISO standards training, implementation and certification,
we offer Cyber Security Maturity Assessment, Network Security Design, Risk Management,
Threat and Risk Assessment, Certification and Accreditation (C&A), Security Assessment
and Authorization (SA&A), IT Security Penetration Testing and Vulnerability Assessment,
Privacy Impact Assessment, Cloud Computing Security Assessment, IT Security Reviews /
Studies, Disaster Recovery, Business Resumption Planning, Performance Analysis,
Enterprise Re-Engineering, Maturity Model, Gap Analysis Studies and Technical Project
Management.
Sabytel team has extensive expertise and knowledge of the NIST, Internet of Things (IoT)
Security, Infrastructure Security, ISO standards including ISO/IEC 27001, 27002, 27005
and 31000, ISO 9001, Cobit5, ISA99 (ISA/IEC 62443 Standards), European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), ITIL, Agile methodology, Attack Tree-based Threat Risk
Analysis and Cyber & ICT Security best practices.
Sabytel provides planning, implementation and certification services for all of our solution.
Our planning services help you assess and understand your current state including
strengths and areas to improve and will provide guidance on the way forward. After the
planning, in collaboration with your organization, we provide the technical expertise and
capabilities to enable and support the implementation of a solution and the education and
training to do it right. We offer tailored, highly focused and contextualized cybersecurity
education for senior management and executives to understand their own specific cyber
environment as well as offer certification of your organization and your employees to prove
to yourself and the world that you have the capabilities and are cognizant of your
responsibilities for your industry.
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LIST OF SERVICES
Cybersecurity Program
 Security Capability Maturity Assessment
 Gap Assessment
 Roadmaps
 Benchmarking
 KPI, Heat Maps
 Network Architecture
Risk Management
 Cybersecurity Governance, Strategy
 Security Certification and Accreditation
and Policy
 Critical Assets Sensitivity Assessment
Services

Vulnerability Management

 Environmental and Physical Security Critical
Infrastructure Protection

 Vulnerability Program

 Threat & Risk Assessment and Compliance

 Vulnerability Assessment

 General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR)Compliance

 Penetration Testing
 Red Team Testing and Support

Compliance
 ISO Training, Implementation Audit and
Certification
 Centre for Internet Security (CIS) Implementation
 Financial Infrastructure Cyber Resilience
Assessment
 Integrated ISO 9001 QMS and ISO 27001 ISMS
Implementation and Certification
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CYBERSECURITY

In this era of cyber insecurity, organizations must
understand and demonstrate their cybersecurity services’
strength by conducting regular Capabilities Maturity
Assessments on their security services to align the
cybersecurity operation within the organizational priorities
and structure.

www.sabytel.com / cybersec@sabytel.com
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Security Capability Maturity
Assessment
THE ADVANTAGE
The Cybersecurity Maturity Assessment service
assess your organization cybersecurity program
against applicable industry best practices, regulatory
requirements, well-adopted frameworks, and peer
group comparisons to measure the organization’s
“cybersecurity maturity”. The organization can use
these measurement(s) to quantify progress against
previous assessments in order evaluate the ability to
remain cyber resilient, as well as to identify gaps and
opportunities for improvement given the current state.

When the Security Capability
Maturity Assessment is
completed, you will profit
from:
 A clear score of your
current Security Maturity
Level.
 Visibility into your biggest
areas of risks
 A set of actionable
recommendations and clear
priorities to optimize your
security investments across
people, process and technology.

613-235-9999 / cybersec@sabytel.com

The Cybersecurity Maturity Assessment includes Risk
Management governance, policies, procedures, and
technologies to identify gaps and opportunities for
improvement. When applicable, it includes third-party
digital custodians (hosted services), and how the
organization manages risk for these services. The
identified gaps will be accompanied by specific
strategic and prioritized recommendations for the
organization.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION
GAINS
The key benefit from the Cybersecurity Maturity
Assessment is to understand the current-state
baseline, benchmarking by a 3rd party,
independent comparison of the organization
maturity position relative to its peers and
provide a strategic road map. Understanding
the risks and aligning these risks to business
priorities is one of the benefits to assess and
validate the organization strategic roadmap,
including Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to
track progress on the maturity roadmap
recommendations for strategy alterations and
potential action items.
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Network Architecture Design
THE ADVANTAGE
Network Security Architecture design is a vital
component in securing the information systems. This
service provides guidance on how to identify, analyze
the organization network security risks, define network
security requirements and design the suitable network
technical security architecture. The consequential
architecture will be based on the ISO/IEC 27033: 2015
standard, network design best practices and the
requirements authorized by the organization security
policy.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
Sabytel will provide Security Architecture, Design and
Implementation services that will bridge the gap from a
completed security analysis to an acceptable and
maintainable level of risk. From the review of an existing
Security Architecture to the full design and
implementation of ‘Security by Design’ Architecture for a
major project, Sabytel will perform a thorough analysis
and produce a robust security architecture that will
implement integrated security controls that protect
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.
Sabytel’s professional Architects and designers will tailor the most suitable design to meet your business
requirements additional to their added value to:






Provide endpoint to endpoint secured and stable network
Protect your network infrastructure form attacks
Isolate threats
Ensure that the network is resilient and highly available

This service presents a business-focused methodology to develop enterprise security architecture that is
focused on enabling business objectives while providing a balanced approach to risk management. A
balanced approach to architecture can create the important linkages between the goals and objectives of
a business, and it provides appropriate measures to protect the most critical assets within an
organization. The main advantage of security architecture is its standardization, which makes it
affordable. Security architecture is cost-effective due to the re-use of controls described in the
architecture.
www.sabytel.com / cybersec@sabytel.com
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Governance, Regulation, Policy
Organizations need to understand that security must be implemented throughout the organization and having several
points of responsibility and accountability is critical. Information security governance is a coherent system of integrated
security components that exist to ensure that the organization survives and hopefully thrives.

THE ADVANTAGE
The guideline most commonly used around the world to build security programs is ISO 17799, which was derived from the
de facto standard British Standard 7799. It is an internationally recognized information security management standard
that provides high-level, conceptual recommendations on enterprise security. The European Union Agency for
Cybersecurity Standards (ENISA), and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework are the organizations that provide guidance in the field of
cybersecurity governance and strategies.
There are a few key components that play crucial roles in shaping this security posture and are therefore crucial for longterm success. These components are:

 Organizational structure
 Work culture
 Security awareness programs
 Cybersecurity governance
Many organizations today have many of the pieces and parts to a
security program (policies, standards, processes, firewalls, security
team, IDS, etc.). Sabytel’s main role is to support your organization’s
management and inform them about potential challenges, risks,
problems and threats that could badly affect business continuity. We
assist various departments within your organization to build a solid
road map and strategy. Sabytel has the confident ability to take your
cybersecurity strategy to next level.

THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
Today’s organizations’ managements are changing in their ways of operations, thinking and functioning to satisfy their
customers and to be aligned with their strategies and future expansion. This change is being pushed by major
technological (cloud and mobile), intellectual (big data and analytics) and behavioral (social) transformations that are

affecting the entire IT and Cybersecurity industry.
The Cybersecurity governance service will:

 Help your organization to be more aligned with its transformation and technology strategy with an ability to
cascade the strategy and goals down into the enterprise.
 Drive your organization management attentions to major cybersecurity issues and risks that could affect your
financial income and future growth.
 Increase the awareness of cybersecurity regulations, policies, processes, standardizations and compliance
requirements.
 Support the decision makers to modify their future strategic plans and align it with the urgent requirements to
fill the gaps and to be cyber resilient.
 The results and outcomes will help decision makers to build business cases and to plan for their budgets
three to five years ahead.
 Create a trusted relationships and effective communications with your internal and external partners,
stakeholders or customers.
613-235-9999 / cybersec@sabytel.com
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RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk management is the process of identifying, assessing, and
controlling all possible risks and threats to an organization’s
assets and earnings. These threats, or risks, could be created
from a wide variety of sources, including financial uncertainty,
management errors, accidents and disasters.
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Information Valuation, C&A, SA&A
A Statement of Sensitivity (SOS) forms the
foundation for the information technology security
built into a system or application
THE ADVANTAGES
The SOS identifies the value of the information
assets to be processed.
Before defining detailed requirements, the
sensitivity of the information must be determined to
identify and apply adequate security controls.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
Security categorization addresses the sensitivity or
value of the information or critical assets. The
categorization is assessed based on the injury that
can be caused by a compromise of the significant
asset or information.
The security categorization identifies the
Confidentiality (C), Integrity (I) and Availability (A)
of the system, service lines and information within
the service lines which is the traditional security
categorization for critical assets. However for
SCADA, Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial
intelligence / Machine learning, it will also assess
the injury to public safety (S) and the potential
financial (F) injury.
The leaders and CEOs are required to lead active initiatives to increase the protection of critical
assets in their organizations, such as data, systems, software and applications. Conducting this
assessment is the heart of an effective strategy to protect against attacks and threats. This
assessment will help the organization to:
Identify and map critical assets, including systems, data and applications
Identify risks and risks classifications for each critical asset
Identify the controls and security measures
Locate the weakest assets and identify the most suitable controls to mitigate identified
threats and risks
 Help the organization’s management to address assets in high-risks, initiate projects to fill
the gaps and implement protection strategy and solutions
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Threat and Risk Assessment
Organizational compliance, evolving cybersecurity challenges, privacy laws and regulations are making it
mandatory for organizations to conduct a systematic Threat and Risk Assessment (TRA). The main reason is
to fulfill the security requirements of information and ICT assets under their control.
THE ADVANTAGES
A thorough TRA identifies threat scenarios resulting from unpredictable threats, reduces liabilities, fulfills legal
requirements and maintains the reputation of your organization.
Risk Management is the method of identifying, qualifying, quantifying and managing the risks. It is an integral
part of management practices, sound governance and compliance.

Risk Management needs to be continuous, current, seeking to support organizational
improvement, performance and decision making.

THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
Besides safeguarding valuable information, here are a few other benefits of implementing this kind of security
test:
 Increased Awareness: A cybersecurity risk assessment can help educate all of your employees on what
threats your business may face, where those threats might take place and how those threats can
potentially impact their role.
 Mitigate Future Risks: No company can say that they’re safe from the consequences of the cyberattacks
the industry faces today. Being ready for any hacks can save your company time, money and resources.
Implementing a practical cybersecurity risk assessment will help your business lessen hacks or breaches.
In other words, this test will help prepare for the worst, even if the worse never comes. Being prepared will
ensure you can mitigate the damage of a successful attack.
 Enhanced Communication: Your cybersecurity risk assessment can also help improve the way your
business communicates. Once you’ve developed and deployed your assessment, you’ll likely notice
enhanced internal communication.

www.sabytel.com / cybersec@sabytel.com
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Critical Infrastructure Protection
With the introduction of Internet of the Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and internet aware SCADA
systems to the infrastructure domain, traditional physical security approach is no longer sufficient.
THE ADVANTAGES
Critical Infrastructure Service protects your critical infrastructure, physical assets as well as providing security
and safety to the personnel you employ in your business. Today’s world of cybersecurity often overshadows
the importance of physical security which could leave your business vulnerable to attack. Your network can
have the most stringent firewalls, encryption in transport and a host of Information Technology (IT) security
controls in place; however, all the IT security available will not protect your business and personnel against a
physical attack.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
The ICT infrastructure is the backbone of your organization business. All systems, application, and software
need to operate and function in order for your organization to perform to the very best of its capabilities. You
need to keep your systems and network infrastructure secure to protect your data and applications from threats
and cyber attacks. Keeping your infrastructure secure is an active task that never ends.
At Sabytel, we pose both the physical security experience and the up-to-date IoT, AI and SCADA expertise to
provide state-of-the-art service protection through a systematic approach to Identify, Protect, Respond and
Recover critical infrastructure cybersecurity threats to public and private organizations.

The term physical and environmental security
refers to measures taken to protect systems,
buildings, and related supporting infrastructure
against threats associated with their physical
environment. Physical and environmental
safeguards are often overlooked but are very
important in protecting information. Physical
security over past decades has become
increasingly more difficult for organizations.
Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity protects you,
your business and employees from a multitude of
events which can affect your business’s operational
and safety requirements. These include; but are
not limited to:






Espionage
Sabotage
Theft
Trespassing
Terrorism

613-235-9999 / cybersec@sabytel.com

Sabytel follows ISO 14001:2015 EMS,
ISO 27001 and NIST standards/ guidelines.
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General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR)
In response to the evolving communication and
information technologies and to protect personal
data and privacy, the European Union (EU) has
adopted a data protection legal framework
legislation. The General Data Protection
Regulation (EU) 679/20161); is the European
primary data protection legal framework.
THE ADVANTAGES

THE ADVANTAGES
GDPR will bring about a new level
of transparency into data collection,
storage and usage. The added
values of GDPR compliance can be
summarized in the following:
•

•

It ensures that your operational
processes are up to the latest
standards.
It ensures that the current
technology is designed and
optimized to the latest protocols.

Compliance with the Data Protection
Act (1998) is a legal requirement in
the EU and meeting these
requirements establishes a
minimum level for data privacy.

www.sabytel.com / cybersec@sabytel.com

All corporations and organization that are
either data controllers or data processors of
EU residents, nationally or internationally,
are required to comply with the security of
personal data processing. Compliance with
the GDPR regulation has several
dimensions such as information security by
design, mandatory privacy impact
assessment (PIA) and the roles of the
processing the information. The regulation
sets a penalty of up to €20 million or 4%
worldwide turnover in case of noncompliance.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
Privacy Impact Assessments (PIAs) are at
the heart of taking a ‘privacy by design’
approach. They allow organizations to find
and fix problems at the early stages of any
project, reducing the associated costs and
damage to reputation that might otherwise
accompany a breach of data protection laws
and regulations. Such projects could include
a new business acquisition, a new service,
or just a new marketing campaign targeting
a group of new prospects. Privacy Impact
Assessments also help to meet the growing
privacy and data security expectations of
customers, employees and other
stakeholders.
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VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

Vulnerability management is the "cyclical practice of identifying,
classifying, prioritizing, remediating and mitigating" software
vulnerabilities.

613-235-9999 / cybersec@sabytel.com
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Vulnerability Management Program
All organizations should implement a vulnerability management program including routine
Vulnerability Assessments, Penetration Testing and Red Team Testing to understand threats and
vulnerabilities better, determine acceptable levels of risk and stimulate action to mitigate identified
vulnerabilities.
THE ADVANTAGES
The vulnerability management program is the process
of automating the vulnerability management lifecycle
including the identification, analysis, mitigation and
management of the vulnerabilities. Continuous
vulnerability management is fundamental to achieve
resiliency in cyber, ICT, IOT and Artificial intelligence
(AI) / Machine Learning (MA) security domains.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
At Sabytel we believe that compliance does not mean resilience. Sabytel Team will utilize industry
best practice methodologies to ensure a standardised risk mitigation approach that will offer the highest
risk reduction potential. Sabytel Team will:
 Develop an effective plan that meets the organization’s objectives of assessing current risks,
opportunities, and gaps.
 Develop the required penetration and vulnerability assessment plans, the rules of
engagements (ROE) and the scanning authorization letter.
The direct benefits of performing a Vulnerability Assessment include:
Senior Management cybersecurity awareness: Directs senior management’s attention to
cybersecurity in the context of their organizations. Security issues, risks, vulnerabilities, mitigation
options and best practices brought to the surface. Awareness is one of the most effective methods
for improving the organization’s overall security posture.
Establish or evaluate against a baseline: It helps to define standard metrics and establish a
definitive baseline to be compared against best practices to provide a reality check to measure an
organization’s cybersecurity posture.
Develop and build internal skills and expertise: Help strengthen internal security skills and
expertise within the organization. Sabytel adapts a well-structured “coaching and team up”
assessment to provide knowledge transfer, share experiences and expertise.
Promote action: Focus on management attention and resources on solving specific and systemic
cybersecurity problems.
www.sabytel.com / cybersec@sabytel.com
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Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing
The purpose of the vulnerability testing is to identify and test for vulnerabilities in the security
configuration of the systems.
THE ADVANTAGES
Sabytel has some of the best people in the field to conduct
vulnerability analysis and penetration testing of your current
IT Security safeguards and provide a gap analysis based on
your corporate needs, the requirements for data protection
and your current security posture. We use best practices,
standards and proven techniques to identify what works for
protecting your data.

The Vulnerability testing uses various techniques to
assess potential vulnerabilities such as:

THE BENEFITS YOUR
ORGANIZATION GAINS
Sabytel’s resources are conversant
with the common methodologies of
North America (SANS, NIST, Special
Publication 800-40 (Creating a Patch
and Vulnerability Management
Program); and CSEC, ITSG-22,
Baseline Security Requirements for
Network Security Zones (Vulnerability
Management Controls) they are also
knowledgeable with the European
Union Agency for Network and
Information Security (ENISA)
Vulnerability Handling Handbook.

613-235-9999 / cybersec@sabytel.com

1. Vulnerability assessment and penetration testing
of externally visible infrastructure
2. Social Engineering Testing Services
3. Vulnerability assessment and penetration testing
of internal infrastructure
4. Web application penetration testing for public
customer portal
5. Security architecture and configuration
assessment
6. Wireless Penetration
7. Penetration Testing Services clean-up to ensure
the organization’s environment is not impacted
as a result of delivering the testing services.

Some of the testing phase involves the performing of a
more detailed enumeration of the computer systems in
order to establish the exposure of each asset and to
develop a list of possible exploit techniques.
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Red Team Testing and Support
Red Team is a group of Professional Cybersecurity
Experts who are focusing on penetration testing of different
systems and has the ability to imitate a real-world targeted
attack that can hit an organization and detect, prevent and
eliminate vulnerabilities.

The Red Team's goal is to find and exploit
weaknesses in the organization's security.
THE ADVANTAGES

Sabytel Red Team has the training, experience, and
expertise, including SCADA certificate, to lay the foundation,
so that company employees are cognizant of their security
responsibilities. We maintain a pool of highly qualified, trained certified, dedicated and experienced security
analysts and trainers that provide a vast knowledge of IT Security and IT Management Services.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS

Our Red Team can expect the steps of the attackers, simulate their behaviour and show organizations what
exploitable vulnerabilities that pose a threat to their cybersecurity and helps the organization explore the defenses
built into its infrastructure.
Our Red Team possess certification in Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP), Offensive
Security Certified Professional (OSCP) and SANS Institute Wireless Ethical Hacking, Penetration Testing and
Defense and are vastly skilled in network and security system monitoring and provide recommendations for security
improvements.
The Red Team plays a major role in Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing and conduct the following
activities:
•

Test your real-time incident response capabilities

•

Discover weakness in your development and testing workflows and procedures

•

Conduct a deep health-check for the resiliency of the state cybersecurity posture

•

Check and investigate if the critical organization data is at risk and assess the security setup
against realistic attackers

•

Provide risk analysis and technical / non-technical descriptions of all high-risk findings along
with their inherent business risk and recommendations for security posture improvement.

•

Help the organization decision-makers to have an updated status of security issues in
systems and applications.

•

The results and outcomes will help decision-makers to build business cases to justify augmented
security spending or request for a budget increase.

www.sabytel.com / cybersec@sabytel.com
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COMPLIANCE

Compliance should be the main target for an
organization to have an effective way to train their
employees and build their cybersecurity ecosystem.

613-235-9999 / cybersec@sabytel.com
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ISO Training, Implementation, Certification and Audit
Certification and compliance are one step towards protecting your future.
We pride ourselves on offering the most value to you possible
THE ADVANTAGES

Sabytel will provide planning services to help you assess and understand your current state including
strengths and areas to improve and will provide guidance on the way forward. After the planning, in
collaboration with your organization, we provide the technical expertise and capabilities to enable and support
the implementation of a solution and the education and training to do it right. We offer certification of your
organization and your employees to prove to yourself and the world that you have the capabilities and are
cognizant of your responsibilities for your industry.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS

Sabytel has its own approach in providing this service by Planning, Implementation and Certifications to
provide guidance on the way forward.
 Assess and understand your current state including strengths and areas to improve.
 Consider the technical capability to enable and support the implementation of a solution and the
education and training to do it right.
 Provide certifications for your organization and your employees to prove to yourself and the world that
you have the capability.
Sabytel offers cybersecurity solutions and provides a wide
selection of ISO training and certifications so that you can be
confident that you or your organization is ready for whatever
society asks of it.
We offer tailored, highly focused and contextualized
cybersecurity education for senior management and executives
to understand their own specific cyber environment.
The courses provided by Sabytel offer a competitive advantage
comprising of round table training with qualified trainers that
work in the field by sharing ideas and knowledge on how to
implement or audit the ISO standard and encourage participants
to share their views and insights.

We provide training in various languages and are available to conduct the training at your organization as an
alternative to a rigid classroom environment.

www.sabytel.com / cybersec@sabytel.com
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Centre for Internet Security Implementation (CIS)
The CIS Controls are a prioritized set of actions that collectively form a defense-in-depth set of best practices
that mitigate the most common attacks against systems and networks.
THE ADVANTAGES
The CIS Controls are developed by a community of IT experts who apply their first-hand experience as cyber
defenders to create these globally accepted security
best practices.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
Sabytel fully adapts the CIS Basic, Foundational and
Organizational categories for a successful
implementation and assessment of the CIS controls.
Our projects are supported by a team of subject matter
experts who have a great deal of knowledge and
technical experience not limited to risk assessment and
risk management but include cybersecurity, business
development, training, industrial safety and more.
Sabytel team has an extensive hands-on experience in
conducting CIS cyber defence systems implementation as prescribed by CIS including:
Offense informs defense: Use knowledge of actual attacks that have compromised systems to provide the
foundation to continually learn from these events to build effective, practical defenses. Includes only those
controls that can be shown to stop known real-world attacks.
Prioritization: Invest first in Controls that will provide the greatest risk reduction and protection against the
most dangerous threat actors and that can be feasibly implemented in your computing environment.
Measurements and Metrics: Establish common metrics to provide a shared language for executives, IT
specialists, auditors and security officials to measure the effectiveness of security measures within an
organization so that required adjustments can be identified and implemented quickly.
Continuous diagnostics and mitigation: Carry out continuous measurement to test and validate the
effectiveness of current security measures and to help drive the priority of next steps.
Automation: Automate defenses so that organizations can achieve reliable, scalable and continuous
measurements of their adherence to the Controls and related metrics.
Sabytel will develop:
 The relevant implementation and assessment controls package according to NIST and CIS
Controls / recommendations.
 Complete the Basic, Foundational and Organizational worksheets

613-235-9999 / cybersec@sabytel.com
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Intregrated ISO 9001 & ISO 27001 Implementation and Certification
The implementation of the ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System (QMS) and the ISO
27001:2013 Information Security Management System (ISMS) as an Integrated Management System
(IMS) is essential for an organization to achieve their quality and information security perspective.
THE ADVANTAGES
The Integrated Management System (IMS) risk-based implementation and certification will confirm
that the organization is committed to protecting clients’ information and will provide a framework to
ensure fulfillment of commercial, contractual and legal responsibilities, especially the EU-General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION
GAINS
The ISO 9001:2015 standard specifies
requirements for a Quality Management
System (QMS) where an organization needs
to demonstrate its ability to consistently
provide products that meet customer and
applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements through the effective application
of the QMS system.
ISO 9001 Quality Management standard
presents guidelines intended to increase
business efficiency, increasing productivity,
reducing unnecessary costs, and ensuring the
quality of processes and products and aims to
enhance customer satisfaction.
The ISO 27001:2013 standard specifies
requirements for the establishment, implementation, monitoring and review, maintenance and
improvement of an Information Security Management System (ISMS)
ISO 27001 certification demonstrates that your organization has identified the risks, assessed the
implications and put in place systemized controls to limit any damage to the organization.

Benefits include:
• Increased reliability and security of systems and information
• Improved customer and business partner confidence
www.sabytel.com / cybersec@sabytel.com
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Financial Infrastructure Cyber Resilience
In this era of insecure cyber space, the digital
economy is facing new threats and risks to the
financial system, as interconnection and
personal financial information is accessed by
handheld devices such as mobile phones and
tablets. As such Financial institutions must
implement and maintain cyber resilient
systems. The concept of open banking
introduces new risks due to the increase of
data sharing and contact points.

THE ADVANTAGES
The safe and efficient operation of financial market infrastructures (FMIs) 2 is essential to maintaining
and promoting financial stability and economic growth. If not properly managed, FMIs can be sources
of financial shocks, such as liquidity dislocations and credit losses, or a major channel through which
these shocks are transmitted across domestic and international financial markets. In this context, the
level of cyber resilience, which contributes to an FMI’s operational resilience, can be a decisive factor
in the overall resilience of the financial system and the broader economy.
THE BENEFITS YOUR ORGANIZATION GAINS
Conducting this assessment and issuing resilience of Central CounterParties (CCPs) report is
intended to improve the resilience of CCPs by providing guidance on the principles and key
considerations in the PFMI regarding financial risk management for CCPs and enhance cyber
resilience capabilities.

The report focuses on five key aspects of a CCP’s financial risk management
framework:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Governance
Stress testing for both credit and liquidity exposures
Coverage
Margin
CCP’s contribution of its financial resources to losses
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FOR THESE SERVICES AND MORE,
CONTACT OUR EXPERTS AT SABYTEL

116 Albert Street, Suite 300
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5G3
613-235-9999
cybersec@sabytel.com
www.sabytel.com
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